1) Health, Safety & Environment
   No reportable incidents.

2) McMurdo Operations
   • Personnel on Site:
     Dar Gibson, Graham Roberts, Chad Carpenter, Daren Blythe, Justin Burnett, Jeff Lemery, Dennis Duling, Robin Bolsey, Frank Rack

   • Summary:
     - General: Drill takedown begun. Dewatering continues; several surface hoses became clogged with ice that had apparently accumulated in them overnight. Hoses were charged with hot water from melt tank to purge ice, walked out, then wound on top of HPU1 for transport. Fuel lines to drill stowed on flat rack; return water pump cable connector repotted (Birns had wired the connector wrong). UV lightbox packed into a wooden crate for transport.
     - Science operations continue in hole.

   Electrical/Other: Labeling of system continues. Work done to strengthen cable trays.

3) Upcoming Events/Tasking:
   • Continue drill takedown.

4) General Issues:
   • None to report.

5) Weather Conditions
   • Temperatures ranged between 25 and 35°F during the day. Cloudy with a light breeze early, then clearing in the afternoon.
6) Vehicles/Generators
  • Vehicles in use: Caterpillar 297 skid steer, Mattrack pickup.
  • Generators in use: Both large generators operational; one being used to power camp. One WISSARD 50 kW generator on hand as a backup (the other one is in town for maintenance); portable 3.5 kW and portable 1 kW from ASC.

7) ASC Interfacing
  • Two ASC electricians still on loan to help with electrical work.
  • Carpenters from town were on site to install plywood in the bottoms of the cable trays.
  • ASC personnel on site working to install fire suppression capability in big generators.
  • ASC chef on site to grill lunch.

8) Cargo
  No cargo delivered to site today.

Compiled by Daren Blythe for the WISSARD drill team